Crossing Life’s Checkpoints

“Let us lay aside every hindrance and the sin that so easily ensnares us. Let us run with endurance the race that lies before us, keeping our eyes on Jesus…” Hebrews 12:1-2

Checkpoint #1
Welcome to the Family
- Birth/Adoption
- Baby/Parent/Family Dedication

Checkpoint #2
First Steps
- Moving up to “Big Church”
- Learning to Read

Checkpoint #3
Growing in Faith
- New Christian Class
- Baptism
- The Lord’s Supper

Checkpoint #4
Next Steps
- Discipleship
- Graduating to a New Age Group

Checkpoint Strategy
Checkpoints are short stops along the path at which we can regain strength, be encouraged to continue on, nurse injuries, reevaluate strategy, and plan adjustments for the future. Checkpoints are places of revitalization. Checkpoints in family life provide natural opportunities for churches and families to partner together to recoup, reevaluate, and realign strategies for the next steps.
“Let us lay aside every hindrance and the sin that so easily ensnares us. Let us run with endurance the race that lies before us, keeping our eyes on Jesus…” Hebrews 12:1-2